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Canon RF 24-70mm F2.8L IS USM

  

Fast and sharp - the ideal mirrorless standard zoom for professionals Give your full frame mirrorless photography an edge with a 24-70mm
zoom built to exceed expectations. Superb optical engineering, a fast f/2.8 maximum aperture and 5-stop image stabilisation helps you stay
creative in all conditions. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerCanon 

Description 

Creative everyday
Use the lens’ 24-70mm field-of-view to pack in loads of extra detail and drama rich with colour and contrast and discover a new way of
capturing action in a more dynamic way.

Landscapes and architecture
Get down low for exciting new angles and enjoy 5-stop image stabilisation to capture detail in total confidence even when light levels drop.

Travel and reportage
Thanks to a compact size, exceptional L-series build quality and a fast maximum aperture you can be sure that this lens will tell your story with
detail and clarity, whatever the situation.

Catch every detail
Put your personal touch on a story thanks to a fast F2.8 aperture and super sharp optics that will keep you ahead of the competition.

Never miss the moment
Enjoy rapid, accurate focusing thanks to a Nano USM motor that ensures instant and silent AF with exceptional smoothness, perfect for video
as well as stills.
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Portraits that connect
Take your portraits to higher standards thanks to three glass moulded aspherical and three UD lens elements, advanced optical coatings and a
9-blade aperture.

A lens with no limits
The build quality redefines L-series quality while weather-sealing and fluorine coatings on the front and rear elements to guard against
waterdrops and dust..
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